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ABSTRACT

Buckingham, Teresa. M.S., Miami Valley - College of Nursing and
Health, Wright State University, 1996. Incidence of Definitive Airway
Management Prior to Arrival of a Rotary Airmedical Service with The Glasgow
Coma Scale as an Indicator.

Definitive airway management is one of the most important aspects of
the care of ill or injured patients with a decrease in the level of consciousness.
The effect of poor airway management can lead to aspiration, hypoxia,
suffocation and death. Definitive airway management is the gold standard of
care in patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) of less than or equal to
eight. Since average flight times to arrive at the patients "bedside" (hospital or
accident scene location) are thirty minutes to two hours, the care that the patient
receives prior to arrival of the flight crew is vital to improving patient outcomes.
The incidence of definitive airway management prior to arrival of a rotary
airmedical service with The Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator is not known.
The purpose of the investigation which used a descriptive - correlational design
was to examine the incidence of definitive airway management prior to arrival of
a rotary airmedical service with The Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator.
Roy's Adaptation Model of Nursing was used to guide the investigation. A
retrospective chart review of 2, 938 flight requests was performed at a
Midwestern rotary airmedical service of flight requests during the period of April
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18, 1995 to May 19, 1996. A sample size of 453 patients met the inclusion

criteria giving the sample a power of at least 90%. Analysis of the data was
performed by using frequencies, percentages and logistic regression to answer
the research questions.
The sample size of n = 453 had a "yes" answer or presence of definitive
airway management witt 1 a GCS score of less than or equal to eight in n
(71.96%) patients. The majority of patients n

3. The patients in the sample n
mechanical activity n

=326

=207 (45.7%) had a GCS score of

=453 had a high presence of cardiac

=422 (93.2%) upon arrival of the airmedical crew. A p

value of .05 was used to include variables in the logistic regression

mode~.

Type

of patient (medical versus trauma) was dropped from the model because it was
not significant with a p-value of .5888. For every one year increase in patient
age in the sample size of n = 326 patients, the odds of the presence of definitive
airway management increased by 1 018 (increase of about 2%). Four regions of
the Midwestern airmedical service area were examined and compared. Region
three was compared to region one with region one having a 1.91 times greater
likelihood of patients having definitive airway management in place prior to
arrival of the airmedical service. Analysis of ·Nhere the patient was received
(hospital versus prehospital) indicated that if a patient was located in the
hospital setting prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical crew the odds of the
presence of definitive airway management was 6.94 times 91eater than a
prehospital location. Each prehospital region was defined by level of
prehospital provider (ba;.;ic versus advanced provider). Finally, a GCS score
range of three to eight and the presence of definitive airway management were
examined and found that for each one-unit decrease in GCS score the
the presence of airway management increased by 1 51 times

IV

OdllS

of

A relationship between the presence of airway management increasing
with patient age was significant and has been found in previous investigations
possibly due to the difficult nature of the pediatric airway. This finding may
indicate a need for aggressive pediatric airway management education.
Geographic location (hospital versus prehospital) an:J the presence of definitive
airway management was found to have a higher odds ratio in the hospital
setting which correlates with the level of skills and airway adjuncts of the
physician hospital provider versus prehospital provider. Examination of
prehospital providers skills and the use of chemical adjuncts in the prehospital
setting shou1d be analyzed to facilitate airway management.

v
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I. INTRODUCTION

DHfinitive airway management is the gold standard for establishment of
standard~~

of care for patients who are ill or injured. The American Red Cross

and Americ.;:in Heart Association instruct professional and community card
holders that "a11-way" is the "A" of the ABC's, the basic starting point of care of
the ill or injured patient (American Heart Association. 1994). Definitive airway
management (endotracheal intubation) is the advanced technique to secure the
airway in pat!ents who are ill or injured. One indicator for definitive airway
management is when a person can no longer maintain a patent airway.
Patients transported by a rotary airmedical service from a hospital or
scene of an accident often require definitive airway management. The
incidence of definitive airway management prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical
service is not known. Failure to secure a prompt "airway" in the ill or injured
patient can lead to devastating effects such as hypoxia. aspiration, suffocation,
permanent neurologic difficulties, and death.
The Glasgow Coma Scale was devised in 1974 by Teasdale and Jennett
and has gained widespread acceptance arc .md the world as means of
assessing level of consciousness in the ill or injured patient. Patients with a
decreased Glasgow Coma Scale of less than or equal to eight are candidates
for definitive airw::.y procedures and transport by a rotary airmedical service
(O'Malley & Rhee, 1993). Si:ice The Glasgow Coma Scale has gained
widespread use as an indicator of level of consciousness, this scale was
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used to gain knowledge about the incidence of definitive airway management
prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service.

Problem
--It is not known if definitive airway management is being perforrr:ed prior
to arrival of a rotary airmedical service. Data have been gathered to justify the
incidence of early aggressive airway management in the patient with a
decreased level of consciousness cue to an illness or injury (Hsaic, Michelson,

& Hedges, 1993; Chan, Gaudry, Grattan-Smith. & McNeil, 1903). Data have
also been gathered to describe the contribution of airmedical personnel to the
airway management of injured patients (O'Malley & Rhee, 1993). Since airway
management is the first priority of care when treating the ill or injured patient
and rotary airrnedical response time to the patient can be thirty minutes to two
hours, a:Jgressive airway management performed prior to the arrival of the
rotary airmedical service may be essential in establishing Iorio term
improvement in morbidity and mortality

Significance and Justification
The importance of the information derived from this investigation will
attempt to be used for improving patient care by 1de11t1fymg educational r.eeds
of the referring community and assist in allocating appropn::ite educational
services. Jorden (1988) stated "Thei 'are six general indications for securing
an airway: (1) apnea, (2) upper airway obstruction, (3) airway protection, (4)
elevated intracranial pressure, (5) respiratory 1nsuff1c1ency, and (6) impending
or potential airway compromise (prophylactic intubation)" (p 671)
Many resources speak to the 1mportancJ of early definitive airway management
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in care of the ill or injured patient to decrease the long term morbidity and
mortality. Treatment begins with recognition of the altered state, required
interventions and progresses to evaluation of the probable cause. What is done
in the first

r~·ir

often directly determines the morbidity and mortality of the

trauma patient (American College of

Jrgeons, 1993). Airmedical teams

provide quick access to comprehensive centers where critically ill or injured
patients can receive specialized treatment. Since the airmedical team in
general is not a first responder, any interventions done prior to arrival of the
airmedical team can influence final patient outcome. Information derived from
this investigation will direct educational objectives in the referring community
and hopefully improve patient care by providing educational outreach to patient
care providers.
The investigation also adds to the body of knowledge of nursing by using
The Roy Adaptation Model to guide the investigation.

Sine~

the primary goal of

nursing research is to develop a scientific knowledge base for nursing practice,
use of a nursing theory to drive an investigation will assist in gaining knowledge
unique to nursing by using the Roy Adaptation Model in clinical practice. The
model is useful in practice and guides the nurse to utilize observation and
interviewing skills in doing individualized assessments (Roy, 1984). The
application of Roy's model will be described in Chapter II.

Purpose
The purpose of the study was to investigate the incidence of definitive
airway management of patients with a Glasgow Coma 3cale score of less than
or equal to eight prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service. The information
derived from this retrospective chart review a so identified differences in

selected demographics: patient age, type of patient (trauma versus medical),
patient setting (hospital versus prehospital), and region. The new information
provides a description of patient care prior to transport by a rotary airmedi:.;al
service and gives valuable information to support education of patient care
providers.

Research Questions
1 . What is t'. ... incidence of definitive airway management in patients with a

Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight prior
to arrival of a rotary airmedical service?
2. Wnat is the difference between the incidence of definitive airway
management of patients and selected demographics, patient age,
location of patient prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service (hospital
versus prehospital), type of patient (trauma versus medical patient), and
geographic location of the patient (region)?

Definition of Terms
A retrospective chart review was done to collect data for the investigation.
The variables were measured by collecting data from charts (see Appendix A)
of a Midwestern rotary airmedical program.

Definitive airway management is defined as either endotracheal
intubation (01al and nasal), surgical and/or needle cricothyroidotomy and
tracheotomy (American College of Surgeons, 1993). The

tyµ~

:md time of

airway management is documented on tht;; patient ch3rt (see Appendix A).

Prior to arrival of the rotary airmedlcal service is defined as what
occurs prior to arrival of the airmedical crew.

5

The Glasgow Coma Scale (Teasdale & Jennett, 1974) is a
quantitative measure of the patient's level of consciousness. The Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS) is the sum of scores for three areas of assessment: (1) eye
opening, (2) verbal response, (3) best motor response. Each is graded
separately (see Appendix Band C).

Age of

th~

patient is defined as chronological age found on the

patient flight chart (see Appendix A). Patient ages range from 28 days and
older. An adult is defined as fifteen years or greater with the pediatric patient
being fourteen years or less. Patients less than 28 days will not be included in
the invest1gatiori due to an ir ~titutional pclicy requiring a neonatal team to
transport these patients

Trauma patients are defined as patients having changes in the
adaptive state due to external forces that are applied to the body (Lee. 1991).
These forces can lead to a variety of injuries to the patient. Trauma can be
caused from such incidents as, motor vehicle accidents, falls and gunshot
wounds The type and amount of injuring force and the tissue response to that
force determine the extent of injury. When the body's tissue cannot withstand
any additional force, destruction occurs (Lee. 1991 ). Mechanism of injury is
found on the patient chart (see Appendix A) to be 1cviewed for data collection.

Medical patients are defined as having changes in their adaptive state
due to non-traumatic czuses (Lee, 1991). The type of patient (medical versus
trauma) is found on the patient chart (see Appendix A)

Location of patient prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service will be
examined and defined as hospital. prehosp1tal and geographic location and are
described on the patient chart (see Appendix A).
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Hospital is defined as "an institution for medical and surgica! treatment
of the sick and injured" (Taber's, ·1985, p. 779).

Prehospltal is defined as any patient received outside the hospital.
Prehospital is further defined by percentage of emergency medicai service
(EMS) provider available by residence in each county and region (See
Appendix 0) (Ohio Department of Public Safety, Division of Emergency Medical
Services. 1996). Advanced life support providers (ALS) and ba;;ic life support
providers (BLS) compromise the regions prehospital providers. ALS providers
can provide definitive airway management for a variety of reasons while BLS
providers can only provide definitive airway management if a patient has apnea
or is pulseless. The percent of ALS providers to total providers per county and
regiori is provided in Appendix D.
The geographic location is defined as the patientf county location on
a state map and found on the patient chart to be reviewed for data collection
(see Appendix A). The counties are located within four airmedical regions.
Regions one through four are delineated by helicopter service area (see
Appendix D). Airmedical region one through four respectively has nine, thirteen,
thirteen and seventeen counties (see Appendix D)

Assumptions
1. Patient care responsibility will be assumed by the airmedical crew upon

arrival at the bedside or scene of accident or injury location. The hospital
or prehospital personnel will be responsible for continued assessment of
the patient and appropriate intervention performance for changes

in patient status (ie changes in level of consciousness) prior to arrival of
the airmedical crew
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2. Upon arrival of the airmedical crew, if the patient has a definitive airway in
place, the Glasgow Coma Scale score was less than or equal to eight
prior to placement of the definitive airway.
3. The information found on the chart is a true and an accurate representation
of the clinical status of the patient.
4. The patients' Glasgow Coma Scale score prior to changes in the adaptive
state are greater than or equal to nine.
5. The record of The Glasgow Coma Scale score found on the chart (see
Appdndix A) is documented by an airmedical crew member
knowledgeable in the use of the tool when assessing patients.

Sum1nary
The purpose of this non-random, convenience sample was to describe
the inc,dence of definitive airway management in patients with a Glasgow
Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight prior to arrival of a rotary
airmedical service. The age, type of airway, type of patient (trauma or medical),
and geographic location of patient (region, t1ospital or prehospital) were the
selected demographics of the investigation. A retrospective chart review was
done to colloct the data
The incidence of defirnt1ve airway management prior to arrival of a rotary
airmedical service

1:;,

11ot known. The investigation will add to the body of

knowledge of nursing by providing information about care of the patient p.-ior to
transport and will give insight to educational needs of patient care providers.
Roy's Adaptation Model was used to guide the investigation and support the
use of a nursing model in the clinical setting
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Chapter 11 describes pertinent literature concerning this topic, Chapter 111
provides information about the methodology used for the investigation. Chapter
IV and V offers a description of the sample that met the inclusion criteria and
provides conclusions and recommendations for nursing education, research
and administration.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of the investigation was to analyze the incidence of
definitive airway management in patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale score of
less than or equal to eight prior to arrival of a rotary airmedica! service. The
information gained from this investigation adds to existing knowledge and
allows valuable information to be learned about patient care received prior to
airmedical transport to assist in continui11g education to improve and maintain
quality, patient care.
This chapter provides relevant. current empirical and non-empirical
literature to provide awareness of existing knowledge and background
information &bout the investigation and variables. Chapter II offers previous and
current knowledge about The Glasgow Coma Scale Score and definitive airway
management. The Roy Adaptation Model of Nursing was used to explain
phenomena unique to nursing.

Non-Empirical Literature
An abundance of non-empirical literature supports the need for definitive
airway management with Glasgow Coma

Seal~

(GCS) scores of less than or

equal to eight. The Glasgow Coma Scale (se1a Appendix 8) was first described
by Teasdale and Jennett in 1974. The GCS was deveioped to assess the depth
and duration of impaired consciousness and coma. Then, as now, there were
many definitions for terms such as stuporous, obtunded, and comatose.
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The Glasgow Coma Scale identified responses that could be clearly defined
and accurately graded according to a rank order that indicates the degree of
dysfunction. The scale was developed to be generally accepted and practical
and to be used by a wide range of hospitals and staff without special training.
Three different aspects of behavioral response were chosen, motor response,
verbal response, and eye opening, each being evaluated independently. The
scale was developed to define the best response in each category. The
Glasgow Coma Scale has gained widespread use by a variety of practitioners
and is internationally recognized.
Although widespread acceptance has been gained. limitations to the
scale have been described (Proehl, 1992; Marion & Carlier, 1994). According to
Proehl (1992), many conditions limit the usefulness of the total Glasgow Coma
Scale score. When one parameter cannot be numerically scored, tile total value
score is of no value. Paralytics. presence of an artificial airway, or periorbital
swelling prevent scoring of one or more parameters. Limitations to the scale
exist but no other scale is available that can be used by a variety of practitioners
to describe level of consciousness or coma. A variety of scales have been
introduced to overcome some or all of the problems with The Glasgow Coma
Scale (Marion & earlier, 1994). None of these scales are as easy to learn and
use as The Glasgow Coma Scale and are not widely ac ...:epted nor used.
According to Proehl (1992). "monitoring of Glasgow Coma Scale parameters is
an essential part of an initial and ongoing assessment of patients. It is important
that the health care professionals recognize the limitations of the Glasgow
Coma Scale c'ld consistently and correctly apply the scoring criteria when
assessing patients" (Proehl 1992. p. 423).
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The definition of coma or neP.d for definitive airway management is
desc1 ;bed in trauma literature. Many sources define coma as a sum of The
Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to e.3ht (American College of
Surgeons, 1393; Cardona et. al., 1988; Proehl, 1992; Lee, 1991). The American
College oi Surgeons (1993) define coma as "having no eye opening (E =one),
no ability to follow commands (M

=~ne to five). and no word verbalizations (V =

one to two)" (p. 166). Patients witl 1 a Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or
equal to eight are generally considered to be in a corna. The American College
of Surgeons classifies trauma patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of less than
or equal to eight as having "severe head injury" (p. 166).
The need for definitive airway in the unconscious patient is described to
protect the airway due to loss of protective reflexes and possible adverse
outcomes (American College of Surgeons. 1993; Lee, 1991 ). A definitive airway
requires a tube present in the trachea with the cuff inflated or absent for patient
age, the tube connected to some form of oxygen-enriched assisted ventilation,
and the airway secured to the patient with tape in place. Definitive airways are
of three varieties: orotracheal tube, nasotracheal tube, and surgical airway
(cricothyroidotomy or tracheotomy). The decision to provide a definitive airway
is based on clinical findings and incll'. jes: 1. apnea, 2. inability to maintain a
patent airway by other means,3. protection of the lower airway from aspiration
of blood or vomitus, 4. impending or potential compromise of the airway, 5.
closed head injury requiring hyperventilation, 6. failure to maintain adequate
oxygenation by face mask (Jorden, 1988). The consequences of not providing a
definitive airway can be devastating and can lead to hypoxia, aspiration,
suffocation, cerebral edema and ultimately death.
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Empirical Literature
No investigation has been done to describe the incidence c1f definitive
airway management prior to arrival of a rotBry airmedical service using the
Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator. However, the empirical literature is
abundant describing the use of the Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator for
definitive airway management in hospital and prehospital environments (Chan,
Gaudry, Grattan-Smith, & McNeil, 1993; Hsaio, Michelson, & Hedges, 1993;
O'Malley & Rhee, 1993).

Reliability of The Glasgnw Corna Scale Score
The Glrisgow Coma Scale, as described earlier, has been accepted
internriti..mally as an assessment toot to describe the level of consciousness.
Although accepted as a reliable, consistent tool that can be used by personnel
of all grades (Teasdale & Jennett, 1974), reliability of the scale has come under
investigation and scrutiny (Rowley & Fielding, 1990, 1991). In 1978, Teasdale
et al. compared results obt.:iined by staff using the Glasgow Coma Scale. The
investigation was pertormed in three different phases in which all patients
observed were from a neurosurgical intensive care unit. Twenty-seven
observers took part in the first phase of the study. The observers included
nurses, house officers, and registrars or consultants. Si-1een patients were
observed and participants recorded a brief subjective description of the patient.
The second phase included eighteen observers of twelve patients. In contrast to
the first phase of the investigation, observers were given standard definitions for
each observation being assessed. The definitions were derived from the
published description of the Glasgow Coma Scale. Finally, the third phasP nf
the investigation consisted of a more detailed examination of the separate
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components of the Glasgow Coma Scale. A specially prepared film of fourteen
patients' motor responses were scored by grours of nurses, residents, general
surgical trainees, neurosurgeons in England, North America and the
Netherlands. Actual numbers of observers in the third phase of the investigation
was not provided. Three statistical methods were used to evaluate observer
variability to evaluate reliability of different assessment methods of impaired
consciousness and coma. lnterobserver agreement and disagreement rates
using scales of two alternatives and multiple choices were used. The
investigators found that rates of disagreement among observers in England
were less than rates among observers in North America and The Netherlands.
Lack of familiarity with the Glasgow Coma Scale Score by the North Americans
and the Dutch were attributed to an increase in the disagreement rates. The
authors concluded that the Glasgow Coma Scale Score is more reliable than
some alternative systems, 'there is, as with any method of clinical assessment, a
degree of variability inherent in its use" (p. 606).
In 1990, Rowley and Fielding attempted to validate original claims of
reliability of The Glasgow C:cm:. Scale when used by register~ -1 nurses both
experienced and educated in its use. A balanced design was adopted with six
raters operating in pairs. All rnters were "expert" with a minimum of two years
post graduate experience with at least one year of current neur0scien-:;e nursing
practice. All raters underwent formal education in the use of The Glasgow C' ,ma
Scale prior to collection of the data. Responses were coded separately for the
seventy-five patients observed who had head injuries or had recently
undergone cranial n

::>surgery. Percentage agreements and classical

reliabilitv coefficients were used to examine the consistency of the Glasgow
Coma Scale across raters. Results of the study indicated that overall agreement
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averaged just over 90%, with percentage agreements for the six raters ranging
from 85% to 95%. Ratir.gs differed by one category (categories were given to
each response that a rater observed, ie 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 to cate1Jorize eye opening)
and agreement was high across all aspects observed, although lower for eye
opening. Rowley and Fielding concluded that The Glasgow Coma Scale can be
used with very high reliability when used by experienced practitioners but did
nm generalize the findings to the wider nursing population. According to Rowley
and Fieldir1g confidence in the Glasgow Coma Scale would be enhanced if
evidence could be presented that observations were accurate as well as
consistent across observers. The findings of Rowleys and Fieldings investigation
support

Teasda'~

;:ind Jennetts 1978 high agreement rates of observers familiar

with the Glasgow Coma Scale Score as an assessment toll. Although Teasdale
and ,lennett did not provide information regarding observers level of eApertise
the authors did find high levels of disagreement not familiar with the Glasgow
Coma Scale Score as an assessment tool. Confidence in the use of the
Glasgow Coma Scale Score would be promoted if reliability of "experts" were
compared with observers not educated in the use of the Glasgow Coma Scale
Score.
Consequently in 1991 , Rowley and Fielding investigated whether The
Glasqow Coma Scale could be used reliably and accurately by inexperienced
observers when corr.pared to scores given by experts. Observers consisted of
four groups of

n~rses

(total of twenty-two) with a varying number and

experiential iovel in each group. The observers ranged from "expert" nurses to
student nurses who had no experience working in a neurosurgical ward or any
previous instruction in neurological assessment. Before data collection, the
group of observers\

re given ten minutes to read instructions on the correct
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use of The Glasgow Coma Scale. Accompanied but not assisted by the expert
rater, every group used the Glasgow Coma Scale to assess the same five of six
patients on three to five occasions. Again, all patients had undergone
neurosurgery or had sustained cranial trauma. Three measures of observer
agreement were used; percent agreement, reliability coefficient, and the
disagreement rate. Findings and conclusions of the study provide the strongest
support seen for the use of The Glasgow Coma Scale by experienced and
highly trained observers. The reliability of The Glasgow Coma Scale when used
by inexperienced staff 1s questionable due to clear disagreement between their
ratings and those of the expert observer. Low levels of agreement among the
inexperienced observers was demonstrated with substantial and serious errors,
averaging one point on the four-point and five-point scales of The Glasgow
Coma Scale. The findings support the continued use of The Glasgow Coma
Scale by appropriately qualified personnel, but call into question its reliability
when used by untrained or inexperienced staff.

Glasgow Coma Scale Score As An Indicator for Airway Protection
The Glasgow Coma Scale has been used as an indicator to predict the
need for airway protection in many investigations (O'Malley & Rhee, 1993;
Chan, Gaudry, Grattan-Smith, & McNeil, 1993; Hsaio, Michelson, & Hedges,
1993). These investigations speak to the importance of definitive airway

management in the patient with Glasgow Coma scale scores of less than or
equal to eight. Although there are no investigations that examine definitive
airway management prior to arrival. definitive airway management is examined
in the hospital and prehospital setting throughout the empirical literature
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Airmedical services have been pressured to demonstrate their value. In
1993. Rhee and O'Malley investigated the extent to which airmedical crews'
contributed to definitive airway management in the prehospital setting. A
prospective, randomized chart review was done on patients transported by air
during a twenty-one month period. For statistical comparison of the Glasgow
Coma Scale Score distributions the Wilcoxon Rank test for non-parametric data
were used with Chi-square analysis to compare gender proportions. During this
time, 174 patients (age greater than or equal to twelve years) encountered in
the prehospital setting, whose Glasgow Coma Scale was less than er equal to
eight were investigated. Demographic data were not significant for differences
in gender. Findings of the investigation found that the airmedical crew initiated
61% of the definitive airways with the Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator for
aggressive airway management. Airmedical crew members' mean Glasgow
Coma Scale score was 4.69 compared to the ground group of 3.69.
Conclusions of the investigation found that airmedical crew members contribute
positively to the definitive airway management in patients in the prehospital
setting. Although this finding can not be generalized to the g"'neral population
due to the type of sample, The Glasgow Coma Scale as an indicator for
definitive airway management is a widely used tool to assess intervention
strategies.
Investigations identifying the use of The Glasgow Coma Scale score as
an indicator for definitive airway management in the poisoning and blunt trauma
patient have been examined (Chan. Gaudry, Grattan-Smith. & McNeil, 1993;
Hsaio, Michelson. & Hedges, 1993) In 1993, Chan et. al. reported findings of a
prospective study that questioned the use of the Glasgow Coma Scale as a
useful parameter to predict need for airway protection in poisoning. A chart
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review was performed and data were collected over an eleven month period
with 414 patients meeting the inclusion criteria. The relationship between
Glasgow Coma Scale Sr.ore and the probability of intubation were assessed by
logistic regression. Multiple logistic regressions were used tc assess the
relationship between gag reflex, Glasgow Coma Scale Score and intubation.
The findings suggest that a Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to
eight was a useful indicator for intubation in the poisoning patient with a
sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 94%. In addition, the absence of a gag
reflex on admission gave a sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 100% for
predicting the need for airway protection. Further analysis showed that the
presence or absence of a gag reflex added nothing the the GCS for the
prediction of probability for intubation.
In the same year, Hsaio, Michelson, and Hedges (1993) investigated the
ability of The Glasgow Coma Scale to stratify the need for definitive airway
management in the field or within thirty minutes of emergency department
arrival. This investigation also sought out information regarding the ability of
The Glasgow Coma Scale score to predict abnormalities in the computed
tomography (CT) head scan of these patients. A one year, retrospective study
review of charts was done of blunt trauma patients with presumed head injury
who presented to the Emergency Department of a Level I trauma center with a
Glasgow Coma Scale of less than or equal to thirteen. A total of 120 patients
met the inclusion criteria. Glasgow coma subgroups were set up and compared
with Chi-square
found that

in

c..

1lysis with alpha set at 0.05. Results of the investigation

the Glasgow Coma Scale subgroups of three to five and six to

seven respectively had a high incidence of intubation either in the prehospital
setting or within thirty minutes of arrival in the Emergency Department (100%
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and 73% respectively). This sub£1roup also had a significant correlation for
abnormal CT scan pathology. According to the investigators, a Glasgow Coma
Scale score served as a useful marker for prehospital and hospital initiation of
definitive airway management in the blunt trauma patient.
The previous investigators have evaluated using the

Glasgov~

Coma

Scale Score as an indicator for definitive airway management. Although the
three previous investigators have investigated different groups the conclusions
suggested a strong cor

~1at1on

betvveen a Glasgow Coma Scale Score of less

than or equal to eight and the need for definitive airway management.
Finally, in 1995, Boswell, McElveen, Sharp, Boyd, and Frantz evaluated
the frequency of endotracheal intubation in pediatric and adult patients with a
Glasgow Coma Scale Score of less than or equal to eight prior to arrival of a
hospital hased airmedical service and during airmedical transport. Four
hundred sixteen patients met the inclusion criteria from a retrospective chart
review of six years Significance was determined by Chi-square analysis. The
pediatric (less than or equal to fourteen years), sample size was 63 (15%)
compared to an adult sample size of 535(85%). The investigators concluded
thcit pediatric coma patients were not endotracheally intubated with the same
frequency as adults. This conclusion could be questioned due to tile limited
number of pediatric patients included in the investigation. Of 25 non-intubated
pediatric patients. unsuccessful attempts were made on 20(80)%; 14 of
25(56%) had significant head injuries evident on computerized tomography

(CT) scan. Of 86 non-intubated adults, unsuccessful attempts were made on
2~(34%);

61(71%) had significant head injuries. The investigators suggested

that pediatric coma patients were not intubated with the same frequency as
adults and suggested increased training and experience for pediatric airway
control.
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Theoretical Framework
For th.a purpose of this investigation, The Roy Adaptation Model of
Nursing (1976) was chosen to guide the investigation. This nursing model
propose~

that the concept of nursing is based on preparedness to promote

man's physiological and psychosocial adaptation in both health and illness
(Roy, 1984). This model guides the nurse to utilize observation and interviewing
skills in doing an individualized assessment ef each person.
The Roy Adaptation Model of Nursing (1974) is primarily a systems
model. It views man as a unique being possessing bio-psycho-social
characteristics. supporting the promise that man is a social, mental, physical,
and spiritual being whose health needs are in a continuous state of flux,
ranging on a continuum from wellness to illness (Roy, 1984). Man continuously
seeks the means to exert control over the environment, and uses knowledge
from education and science as a tool for advancement.
Nursing, a humanitarian art. and a rap1u1y expanding science, combines
the principles of adaptation to effectively interact within the professicnal practice
of nursing. Roy views the nurse as the "agent of adaptation," acting as an
"external" regulatory force to manipulate and modify the adverse stimuli
affecting

adap~ation"

(Riehl & Roy, 1980, p. 86)

The Roy Adaptation Model proposes that the concept of nursing is based
on preparedness to promote man's p'lysiologic and psychosocial adaptation in
both health and illness (Rambo, 1984). Man is viewed as having elements
which are linked together in such a way that force of strain on these linkages
can be either increased or decreased. In the model, nursing assessment
focuses on man as an open system with multiple interactions with the
environment. Therefore, nursing interventions are aimed at the active or passive
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manipulation of the environment (Roy, 1984). The foundations of the Roy
Adaptation Model are-.
1. The person is a bio-psychosocial being.

2. The person is in constant interaction with a ct 1anging environment.
3. To cope with a changing world, the person uses both innate and acquired
mechanisms, which are biologic, psychologic, and social in origin.
4. Health and illness are one inevitable dimension of the person's life.
5. To respond positively to environmental change:... ·i;e person must adapt.
6. There person's adaptation is a function of the stimulus he or she is exposed
to and his or her adaptation level.
7. The person's adaptation level 1s such that is comprises a zone indicating the
range of stimulation that will lead to a positive response.
8. The person is

cor~eptualized

as having four modes of adaptation:

physiologic needs. self-concept, role function, and interdependence relations.
Roy d·Aines a mode as a way or method of domg or acting, whereas
adaptation is a way of coping. Four ways 1 which man adapts in health and
illness have been identified (Roy, 198-"·). The four ways of adaptation in health
and illness are:

1 . Man adapts according to his physiological needs.
2. Mans self-concept is determined by his interaction with others.
3. Man assumes role functions 1n the performance of duties based on
given positions with society.
4 Man. in his relations with others. adapts according to a system of
interdependence.
Roy developed a two-level assessment process. The first level
emphasizes identification of client behaviors in each of the adaptive modes:
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physiologic needs, self-concept, role function, and interdependence; at this
level, cognitive and regulative me.:chanisms of the subsystems are also
identified. The first level includes the placement of clients/patients on a
wellness-illness continuum (Roy, 1984). The second level of assessment in the
adaptation process involves identifying factors influencing behavior and
classifying stimuli as focal, contextual (influencing factors), and residual. The
person's adaptation level will determine whether or not a positive response to
internal or external stimuli will be elicited. The stimuli immediately confronting
the person are the focal stimuli. The focal stimuli normally constitute the greatest
degree of change impacting upon a person. Contextual stimuli are all other
stimuli of the person's internal and external world that influence the situation
and are observable, measurable, or subjectively reported by the person.
Residual stimuli are those make-up characteristics of the person that are
present and relevant to the situation but are elusive or difficu:t to measure
objectively. The goal of the Roy Adaptation Model is to promote a positive
coping response to stimuli and stressors encountered by the patient.
For the purpose ot the investigation. Roy's physiologic rr.ode of
adaptation was used as a model (see Figure 1). The assumption of this
framework is that the individual is on a "v1ellness" part of the continuum prior to
the overwhelming focal stimuli

The ove:whelming focal stimulus is a change in

level of consciousness due to a traumatic or medi.::al insult. The contextual
stimuli affecting adaptation are the patient's age and geographic location of the
focal stimuli. The individual's internal regulator responses of neural. hormonal
and chemical are unable to assist the individual with adaptation due to the
overwhelming focal stimulus. The first level assessment is done to examine the
four modes of adaptation Assessment of the client in each of the four adaptive
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modes is ideal and enhances a systematic and holistic approach toward the
client but is unrealistic in this clinical situation due to the overwhelming effect on
the physiologic mode. Since the first level assessment identifies an ineffective
response to a stimuli, the nurse conducts a second level assessment to collect
data about the tocal. contextual, and residual stimuli impacting the client.
Unable to retrieve information about residual stimuli due to the level of
consciousness of the client, the nurse has to act quick1y to assist the client with
adaptation. This decision is based on objective measurements of The Glasgow
Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight. Based on the second level
assessment the nurse will attempt to alter contextual stimuli since the focal
stimulus can not be changed. Manipulation of contextual stimuli to promote
adaptation in the form feedback to the system is the presence of a definitive
airway. This is also initiated due to the anticipation of ineffective responses due
to the existing situation (see Figure 1).

Summary
The existing literature describes the inherent limitations to The Glasgow
Coma Scale score although the use of the tool is widespread Many
investigators use The Glasgow Coma Scale score to predict need for definitive
airway management and have found that when used by expert practitioners the
scale is a sensitive indicator for determining definitive airway management. The
incidence of definitive airway management by airmedical personnel has been
described but there are no investigations examining the incidence of definitive
airway management prior to transport. This investigation attempted to identify
the incidence of definitive airway management prior to arrival with The Glasgow
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Coma Scale as an indicator and allowed insight in to patient care prior to
transport.
Roy's Adaptation Model was used to explain the phenomena of an
overwhelming focal stimulus introduced to a "well" individual, creating a change
from an adaptive state to an ineffective response in the physiologic realm. This
ineffective response stimulates the nurse in assisting and promoting the client to
an adaptive state with anticipation of potential ineffecti' ' responses.

Ill. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this investigation was to describe the incidence of
definitive airway management in patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale score of
less than or equal to eight prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service. The
following chapter will describe the methodology of the investigation.

Research Design
A descriptive - correlational design was used for this non-experimental
study. This study examined the incidence of definitive airway management prior
to arrival of patients that are subsequently transported by a rotary airmedical
service with a Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight.
Demographic data (age, type of patient and geographic location of patient) was
correlated to the incidence of definitive airway management prior to transport.

Setting
Charts of patients transported by a Midwestern rotary airmedical service
were reviewed retrospectively. The airmedical program has four rotary aircraft,
one is based in a central metropolitan area and the other three in northeast .
northwest and southwest rural locations. The average flight time to the scene of
an accident or hospital location is thirty minutes to two hcurs. The program
averages 250 f!ights per month (60% scene response and 40% hospital
response). The flight crew consists of a fli<JM nurse and flight paramedic with
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minimum levels of previous experience at five years with the average nursing
experience of ten years. The airmedical program is certified by The Commission
on Accreditation of Airmedical Services (Airmedical equivalent to JCAHO). A
Data Collection Form was used by the investigator to collect the data from the
patient chart (see Appendix A and Appendix E).

Population
The population included 2, 938 charts of all patients transported by the
airmedical service with inclusion criteria of a Glasgow Coma Scale of less than
or equal to eight. Charts reviewed were of patients transported from April 18,
1995 until the sample size met the power analysis requirements. April 18, 1995
was the beginning of missions for the midwestern rotary airmedical service due
to consolidation of two existing airmedical programs. Age range of the patients
transported are 28 days and up. Patients that were excluded from the
investigation were: 1. GCS scores of greater than or equal to nine, 2. Chemical
paralysis or sedation given prior to arrival of the airmedical crew. 3. Swollen
eyes present or foreign speaking individuals, 4. Neonatal transports (patients
28 days or less). 5. GCS scores not recorded, 6. Search and rescue missions,
7. Flights involving transport of the Life Organ Procurement Team.

Sampling Plan
A non-random, convenience sample of all charts of patients transported
from April 18, 1995 to May 19. 1996 by a rotary airmedical service with a
Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight were used. Based on
a power analysis conducted by a consultant at The Ohio State University the
sample size needed to be at least 438 patients According to Burns and Grove
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(1993) a power analysis" is used to determine the risk of a Type II error, so the
study can be modified to decrease the risk if necessary" (p. 776). The effect size
is described as "the degree to which the phenomenon is present in the
population or to which the null hypothesis is false" (p. 767). The sample size
estimate was based on a two-tailed test with a level of significance of 0.05,
power of 90%, a small effect size of 20%, and an estimate of the use of definitive
airway management at 85 - 90% of all patients who fit the criteria for inclusion in
to the investigation. The investigation met and exceeded the predetermined
power analysis with a sample size of n = 453. therefore the likelihood of a Type
II error was decreased. Charts were reviewed and data collection was
performed until the power analysis requirements were met and exceeded with a
sample size of n = 453. Patients in the population that were excluded from the
sample were 2

"~5

(84.58%). Exclusion criteria i11cluded; GCS greater than or

equal to nine 2.170 (73.86%), GCS not recorded 116 (3.95%), paralytics or
sedation received prior to arrival 138 (4.69%). Neonatal Team mission 49
(1.67%). Life Organ procurement mission 4 (0.13%), search and rescue mission
1 (0.04%). swollen eye present 6 (0.20%). and foreign speaking patient 1
(0.04%).

Ethical Co11s1derations
Ethical considerations of the investigation include human rights
protection. A retrospective chart review was done by the principal investigator.
The patient flight charts are kept 1n a locked and secured area with access only
by airmedical administrative personnel. The Data Collection Form (see
Appendix E) was implemented and did not contain identification of the patient or
service provider. The principle investigator was the only data collector. The raw
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data collection sheets were locked in a file cabinet separate from the patient
files and were accessible only by the principle investigator. The raw data was
placed on coding sheets for ease of data entry. After the raw data was collected
and analyzed the data collection and coding sheets were destroyed.
Confidentiality was insured by coding the collection sheets with completed
mission numbers and not patient names. Only aggregate data was reported.
Human subjects were not manipulated during this investigation. The benefit of
the investigation outweighs the risk because the investigation is a chart review
and data can not be linked to individual patients. Information derived from this
investigation will enhance patient care by targeting future educational
endeavors.
Permission for this investigation was sought and received from Wright
State University IRB upon completion of the proposal defense (see Appendix F).
Permission for the investigation was granted by the Midwestern rotary
airmedical service upon approval from Wright State University IRB (see
Appendix G & H)

Measurements
The Glasgow Coma Scale score 1s recorded on the chart upon arrival of
the airmedical crew with the time noted. The GCS score is part of the initial
assessment and documented at the first opportunity of the flight crew. A version
of the Glasgow Coma Scale

i~

LlSed for children that are pre-verbal (Cardona.

Hurn. Mason, Scanlon-Schilpp, & Veise-Berry, 1988). This version has different
indicators for best verbal response in the child less than or equal to eight (see
Appendix C) Although scoring of the verbal portion of the Glasgow Coma Scale
Score is different for the pre-verbal child the sum of both scales will be the
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same. A Glasgow Coma Scale of less than or equal to eight in children and
adults signifies coma. For both scales the sum of the eye, motor, and verbal
scores can range from three to fifteen. A person that is dead will score a three
on this scale (Proehl, 1992). A sum of less than three is not possible. A score of
less than or equal to eight indicates that the trauma patient is comatose
(American College of Surgeons, 1993).
1. Eye opening response (E score)
Scoring of eye opening is not valid if the eyes are swollen shut.
a. Spontaneous - already open with blinking (normal): E =four
points (4)
b. To speech - not necessarily to a request for eye opening: E =
three points (3)
c. To pain - stimulus should not be applied to the face: E =two
points (2)
d. None - E =one point (1)
2. Verbal response (V score)
Scoring of the verbal response is invalid if speech is impossible,
for example, in presence of endotracheal intubation.
a. Oriented - knows name, age, etc: V - five points (5)
b. Confused conversation - still answers question, but
inappropriate: V - four points (4)
c. Inappropriate words - speech is either exclamatory or random,
but recognizable words are produced: V =three points (3)
d. Incomprehensible sounds - grunts and groans are produced,
but no actual words are uttered: V =two points (2)
e. None: V = one point ( 1)
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3. Best Motor Response (M score)
The best response obtained for any extremity is recorded even
though worse responses may be present in other extremities. The
worst motor activity also is important but is not used for the GCS;
worst response should be noted separately. For patients not
following verbal command, a painful stimulus is applied to the
fingernail or toenail.
a. Obeys - moves limb to command and pain is not required: M =
six points (6)
b. Localizes - changing the location of the pain stimulus causes
purposeful motion toward the stimulus: M = five points (5)
c. Withdraws - pulls away from pain stimulus: M =four points (4)
d. Abnormal flexion - arm flexion and adduction with extension
and rigidity of the lowar

extremities~

M =three points (3)

e. Extensor response - extension of the arms with pronation and
straight knees with plantar flexion: M =two points (2)
f. No movement: M =one point (1)
The data was collected from charts reviewed of patients
transported by a rotary airmedical service A Data Collection Form (see
Appendix E) was used to collect the data
Reliability of the GCS score when used by experienced personnel
properly trained in its use can have percent agreements between groups of
93% to 100% for individual scoring of eye opening, best verbal response and
best motor response (Rowley & Fielding. 1991)
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Limitations of the GCS score include no provision for providing
information about patients requiring definitive airway management for
respiratory difficulties or emergencies. Many limitations limit the usefulness of
the total GCS score. When one parameter cannot be numerically scored, the
total score is of no value (Proehl, 1992). Paralysis (chemical or mechanical, the
presence of an artificial airway, or periorbital swelling can prevent the scoring of
one or more parameters. Other factors that may prevent accurate scoring
include patients who speak a foreign language, certain psychiatric conditions,
and patients with hearing deficits. Finally, the standard for using the GCS score
for determining definitive airway management may not be universal throughout
hospital and prehospital personnel.

Procedures
Following approval of the proposal by the thesis committee and the
Wright State University IRS (Appendix F), data collection was begun by the
investigator. Approval from the agency had already been granted (see
Appendix H). There 1s no IRS at the agency where data collection took place.
Data for the investigation was collected by the principle investigator. All
flight charts beginning April 18, 1995 were pulled and each reviewed for
inclusion criteria. April 18, 1995 was the first day of operations for the
Midwestern rotary airmedical service the result of a merger of two existing
airmedical programs. Data was collected from charts meeting the inclusion
criteria. Charts were reviewed until the predetermined sample size of 438 was
exceeded and no more charts were available to review.
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Data Analysis Plans
The Wright State University Statistical Center was consulted for statistical
analysis of the data. The sample will be discussed In Chapter IV using tables to
illustrate frequencies and percentages.
Research question #1: What is the incidence of definitive airway

management In patients with a GCS Score of less than or equal to
eight prior to arrival of a rotary alrmedical service?
Frequencies and percentages were calculated on each variable of the
investigation. In addition to frequencies, calculation of other descriptive statistics
were performed including mean, standard deviation, median, range, and
interquartile range on age and any other continuous variable.
Research question #2: What Is the difference between the

incidence of definitive airway management and selected
demographics of patient age, geographic location of patient prior to
arrival of a rotary airmedical service?
In order to answer question #2 logistic regression analysis using age,
patient type (trauma or medical), patient setting (hospital or prehospital), and
geographic area (regions) as the independent variables was performed.
Whether the patient had definitive airway management

wa~

u:>ed as the

response (dependent variable) in the model.

Summary
A retrospective chart review was done to collect data for the investigation
using a descriptive - correlational design A Data Collection Form was used and
conf1dent1ality was insured by one investigator collecting the data. no names
were placed on the data collection sheets and the forms were stored in a locked
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cabinet. A power analysis indicated that a sample size of at least 438 was
needed for a power of 90%. Statistical analysis was done at the Wright State
University Stat Center after thesis committee approval and data collection was
complete. Results of the statistical analysis are provided in Chapter IV.

IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of this investigation was to describe the incidence of
definitive airway management prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service with
a Glasgow Coma Scale score of less than or equal to eight. This chapter will
provide analysis of the data collected from the investigation.

Demographic Profile
A descriptive - correlational design was used to collect data and analysis
of the data used frequencies and percentages, descriptive statistics and logistic
regression to answer the research questions. A total of 2. 938 charts were pulled
and reviewed for inclusion and exclusion criteria from flight requests from April
18, 1995 to May 19, 1996. The data were placed on Fortran coding sheets by

the principle investigator The Fortran coding sheets were analyzed by the WSU
Statistical Analysis Center using SAS for Windows Version 6.10.
Inclusion criteria were met by 453 (15.42%) of the patients which
included 70 (15.5%) pediatric patients (28 days to 14 years) and 383 (84.5%)
adult:> (15 to 89 years). Exclusion criteria were met by 2,485 (84.58%) of the
completed missions reviewed. Exclusion criteria included; GCS greater than or
equal to nine (n

=2,170, 73 86%), GCS score not recorded (n = 116, 3.95%),

paralytic or sedation received prior to arrival (n

= 138. 4 69%). Neonatal

Team mission (n = 49, 1.67%). Life Organ Procurement mission (n = 4, .13%),
search and rescue mission (r. = 1, 04%), swollen eye present (n = 6. 20%), and
foreign speaking patient (n

= 1,

04%)
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A sample size of 453 (15.42%) of the patients met the inclusion criteria of
having a GCS score less than or equal to eight. For the sample size of 453, the
mean age was 38.98, the standard deviation was± 23.95, the median was 36
with a range of 88 and an interquartile range (Q3 - Q1) of 40. Descriptive
statistics for GCS score and two levels of airway management (yes versus no)
are as follows. The presence of definitive airway management (yes) had (n
3~6.71.96%)

=

with a mean GCS score of 4.28, standard deviation of± 1.55,

median of 3 with a range of 5 and an interquartile range (Q3 - Q1) of 3. The
absence of definitive airway management (no) (n

= 127, 28.04%) had a mean

GCS score of 5.31, a standard deviation of± 1.91, median of 6 with a range of 5
F1'1d an interquartile range (Q3 - Q1) of 4.
Univariate and bivariate frequencies and percentages of independent
variables of GCS score, patient setting (hospital vs. prehospital), geographic
area (region 1-4), and patient type (medical vs. trauma) were analyzed. The
GCS score ranged from three to eight with the majority of the sample (n = 207,
45. 7%) having a GCS score of three (see Table 1).

Table 1
Frequency of GCS Score in Sample
(n

=453)

GCS Score

!:!J%)

3

207 (45.7%)

4

43 (9 5%)

5

51 (11 3%)

6

73 (16.1%)

7

45 (9.9 1%)

8

34 (7 5%)
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Patient setting (hospital versus prehospital) and type of patient (medical
versus trauma) were analyzed in the sample (n
medical patients (n

= 223,

=453).

An equal number of

49.2%) and trauma patients (n

= 230, 50.8%) were in

the sample. Patients were located more of the time in the hospital setting
(n = 292, 64.5%) than in the prehospital setting (n = 161, 35.5%). A greater part

=422, 93.2%). The
phenomena of pulseless electrical activity occurred in (n =7 , 1.5%) of the
of the sample had cardiac mechanical activity present (n

sample and asystole was found in (n = 24, 5.3%) of the sample.
Geographic location of the patients in the sample (n

=453) were

identified by the airmedical service area (see Appendix D). Regions one
through four were identified with most of the patients in the sample being found
in region one (n

= 171, 37.7%). Region three was next with 139 (30.7%)

patients followed by region four with 79 (17.4%) patients and lastly region two
with 64 (14.1 %) patients.
The majority of the sample (n = 453) had cardiac mechanical activity with
a large proportion of these patients having GCS scores of three. The mean age
of the patient was 38.98 with a mean GCS score of 4.28 on patients that had
definitive airway managment in place prior to arrival of the airmedical crew.
Patients th;:it did r ...JL have dclfinitive airway managment in place had a mean
GCS score of 5.31. An equal number of patients were found in the hospital and
prehospital setting. Most of the patients were found in region one prior to arrival
of the airmedical crew with region two having the smallest amount of patients
represented in the sample

Research Question One
The first resHarch question, What is the incidence of definitive
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1lrway management In patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale score
of less than or equal to eight prior to arrival of a rotary alrmedlcal
service? This question was answered by frequencies and percentages. The
sample size n

=453 had a "yes" answer or presence of definitive airway

management prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service inn= 326 (71.96%)
(see Table 2).

Table 2
Presence and Absence of Definitive Airway Management
in Sample
(n

=453)

Airway Management

.!}_(%)

Yes

326 (71.96%}

No

127 (28.04%)

Research Question Two
What is the difference between the Incidence of definitive
airway management and selected demographics of patient age,
location of patient prior to arrival of a rotary alrmedlcal service
(hospital versus prehospltal), type of patient (trauma versus
medical), and geographic location of the patient (region 1m4)? This
question was analyzed using bivariate frequencies. percentages and logistic
regression. The presence of having definitive airway management or the "yes"
answer was n = 326 (see Table 2). Analysis of patient setting (hospital or
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prehospital) by region (one through four) and the presence of definitive airway
management was performed using bivariate frequencies and percentages.
Region one had the most patients with a "yes" answer to the presence of
definitive airway management (n =120. 36.81 %) and an almost equal number of
patients found in the hospital setting (n = 65, 19.94%) and prehospital setting
(n = 55, 16.87%) (see Table 3). Region two had the least number of patients
having definitive airway management present (n =44, 13.50%).

Table 3
Presence of Definitive Airway Management in Sample
by Region and Patient Setting
(n = 326)

Hospital
n (%)

Prehospital
n (%)

Total
n (%)

1

65 (19.94%)

55 (16.87%)

120 (36.81%)

2

40 (12.27%)

4 (1.23%)

44 (13.5%)

')

91 (27 91 %)

9 (2.76%)

100 (30.67%)

4

48 (14.72%)

14 (14.29%)

62 (19.02%)

Region

------------------------~----------~-----~-------------

---------~-----

The majority of the patients in the sample (n = 326, 71.96%) were found
in the hospital setting and had GCS scores of three (n = 120, 36.81 %) (see
Table 4). Over one-half of the patients in the sample that were found in the
hospital and prehospital settings had a GCS score of three (n = 168, 51.53%)
(see Table 4).
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Table 4
Presence of Definitive Airway Management in Sample
by GCS Score and Patient Location
(n

=326)

GCS Score

Hospital
n (%)

Pre hospital
n (%)

3

120 (36.81 %}

48 (14.72%)

4

27 (8.28%)

4 (1.23%)

5

25 (7.67)

15 (4.69%)

6

42 (12.88%)

7 (2.15%)

7

21 (644%)

7 (2. 15%)

8

9 (2.13%)

1 (031%)

-- --------------------

---- --·-- -- ---

-

--- ----- ------------------- ---- -----

Finally, bivariate frequencies and percentages were used to analyze age
categories 1n the sample (n = 326) and GCS scores. Pediatric patients were
defined as being tv..'enty-eight days to fourteen years of age and and adults
were piaced in to age groups starting at age fifteen with fourteen year intervals
(see Table 5) Pediatric patients compromised (n

=45,

13 8%) of the sample

with the: ma1onty of patients in the sample being adults (n = 281, 86.2%) The
ages between fifteen and seventy-four were represented by equal numbers for
a GCS score range of three to e1£ht (see' · · ,..\
(n = 10. 3.C-'"70/o) were found

in

def1nit1ve airway management

A

small number of patients

all age categories w1tt1 . . .
in

"re of eight with

place compared to all of the age categories of

patients with a GCS score of three (n = 168. 51 53%)
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Table 5
Presence of Definitive Airway_ Management in Samgle
by_ Patient Age and GCS Score
(n = 326)

1-14

GCS
Score

3

4

15-29

60-74

21
(6.44%)

34
(10.43%)

(9.51%~

34
31
(10.43%) (9.51%)

5
(1.53%)

10
(3.07%)

4
(1.23%)

5
(1.53%)

31

4
(1.23%)

75-89

17
(5.21%)

3
(0.92%)

5

4
(1.23%)

9
(2.76%)

7
{2.15%)

6

8
(2.45%)

8
(2.45%)

9
(2.76%)

7

5
(1.53%)

6
(1 84%)

8
(2.45%)

1
(0.31 %)

4
(1.23%)

8

2
(0.61%)

0
(0.00%)

0
(0.00%)

3
(0.92%)

1
4
(1.23%) (0.31 %)

-- -----------·--------------- -

Totals
--

Patient Age Groug
45-59
30-44
n (%)

-----

----- -- ·---------------- -

67
(20 55%)
----·--· ------ ___
--- --- 

45
(13.8%,)
--------

_._

59
(18.1%)

4
(1.23%)
11
(3.37%)

-- -

--

8
(2.45%)

8
(2.45%)

11
(3.37%)

2
(0.61%)
4
(1.23%)

---------------------------

58
62
35
(17.79%) (19.02%) (10.74%)
---·---------·----------~-----~-----------

Logistic regression was used to analyze the difference between selected
demographics of age, geographic location. type of patient and patient setting
prior to arrival of the rotary airmedical crew (research question two). The p
value for inclusion in the logistic regression model was p

= 05.

The GCS

Score was added to the logistic regression model and compared to 1nc1dence of
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the "yes" answer to the presence of definitive airway management (see Table
6).

Table 6
Summary of Logistic Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
The Prese:ice of Definitive Airway Management Prior To Arrival
of a Rotary Airmedical Service
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Wald Chi
Square

AGE

.0181

10.6904

0011*

1.018

RECD

-1.9377

48.3297

0001·

144

REG2

-.7235

3.445

REG3

-.6469

4.0693

REG4

0715

037

SCORE

-.4144

34 1334

-- ·---·-

~-

-··-·-- -· -- ------

-~-··

--

-

P-value

.0634
0437*
.8475
0001 •
-·-

-

-

-- ---

--···---·

Odds Ratio

.485
.524
1 074
.661
---------~-----

p < .05*

The logistic regression model MANAG =AGE+ RECD+ TYPE+ REG2 +
REG3 + REG4 +SCORE where MANAG 1s the dichotomous variable, AGE is
age in years. RECD 1s hospital or prehosp1tal. TYPE 1s medical or trauma,
SCORE is the Glasgow Coma Scale score. and REG2, REG3, REG4 are the
dummy variables for the region REG2 compares region 2 to region 1. REG3
compares region 3 to region 1 REG4 compares region 4 to region 1 Region
one was designated as the reference area by the investigator prior to statistical
analysis due to the requirement of dichotomous variables to be compared in a
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logistic regression model. Model building procedures were used to choose the
best subset of independent variables: MANAG =AGE+ RECD+ REG2 + REG3
+ REG4 + SCORE. Type was dropped from the model because it was not
significant with a p-value of .5888. Nonsignificant effects region two and four
were retained in the model (p= .0634 and .8475 respectively) because region
one was used as the reference area and if any of the dummy variables were
dropped from the model, then the interpretation of the remaining dummy
variables were altered. Therefore. all the region dummy variables were kept in
the model and interpreted with region three being clearly significant with a
p -value of .0437, region two and four being clearly not significant with p values
of .0634 and .8475 re::,pectively (see Table 6) The appropriate statistics are
summarized in Table Six. All Wald cr.i - square tests have one degree of
freedom.
The model appears to have a good fit (Hosmer and Lemeshow
goodness-of fit statistics. F [8]

= 5 795. p = 6702)

For this particular goodness

of fit test. a nons1gnif1cant result 1nd1cates a good flt of the model since the p
value was greater than 20 Continuous values of age were used for this model
Odds ratios were calculated using the logistic regression model (see
Table 6). The variables of age. location of patient pnor to arrival of the
a1rmedical crew, geographic location and GCS score were compared to
presence of definitive airway management (see Table 6) For every one year
increase

in

age, the odds of the presence of def1nit1ve airway management

increase by 1 018 (increase by about 2%) For RECD and REG3 1t was

bes~

to

base the 1nterpretat1on on the 1nvers1on of the odds ratios since the odds ratios
are less than one (makes 1nterpretat1on easier) Therefore. the odds ratio
for RECD 1s 1/0.44 == 6 94 and that for REG3 1s 1/0 524 == 1 91 Again. region two
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and four were not interpreted due to nonsignificant p-values of .0634 and .8475
respectively with inclusion in the model set at a level of s1gn;ficance of p

=.05.

This means that the odds of a patient having the presence of definitive airway
management is 6. 94 times greater if he/she was located in the hospital setting
versus prehospital setting. If a patient was found in region one prior to arrival of
the airmed1cal crew the odds of having definitive airway management in place
was 1.91 times greater than if found in region three. Finally, the odds of airv1ay
management being in position decreased by 33.9% for each one-unit increase
in SCORE (GCS score) An alternative view is that for each one-unit decrease
1n SCORE, the odds of the presence of airway management increase by 1.51
times (see Table 6)
For every one year increase 1n age, the odds of airway managment
having a "yes" answer or presence of definitive airway management increased
by about 2% A patient was 6 94 times likely to have definitive airway
managment in place if found in the hospital setting compared to the prehospital
setting All regions were compared to region one in the logistic regression
analysis The only significant region 1n the model was region three and when
compared to region one, a patient had a 1 91 times greater odds of airway
managment 1f found in region one pnor to arrival of the airmed1cal crew than if 1n
region three Finally, the odds of having airway managment 1n place decreased
by 33 9% for each one-unit increase 1n GCS score

Summary
A descnpt1ve correlat1onal design was used to describe the 1nc1dence of
definit1ve airway management with a GCS score of less than or equal to eight
prior to arrival of a rotary a1rmed1ca1 service and compared the d1fference
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between incidence of definitive airway management and selected
demographics. Frequencies and percentages, descriptive statistics, and logistic
regression were used to analyze the sample that met the inclusion criteria n

=

453
The majority of the patients in the sample (n

= 453) had cardiac

mechanical activity w1!h a large proportion of these patients having GCS scores
of three The mean age of the patient was 38 .98 with a mean GCS scoi-B of 4.28
on patients that had definitive airway managment 1n place prior to arrival of the
a1rmed1cal crew Patients that did not have definitive airway managment 1n
place had a mean GCS score of 5.31 . An equal number of patients were found
1n the hospital and prehosp1

setting . Most of the patients were found in region

one and region two had the least amount of patients represented in the sample .
For every one yea r increase 1n age , the odds of airway managment
having a "yes" answer or presence of definitive airway management increased
by about 2% A patient was 6 94 times more likely to have definitive airway
managment in place 1f found 1n the hospital setting compared to the prehospital
setting All regions were compared to region one 1n the log1st1c regression
analysis The only significant region in the model was region three and when
com pared to region one . a patient h3d a 1 91 times greater odds of airway
managment 1f found 1n region one prior to arrival of the a1rmed1cal crew than 1f
located 1n region three Fina lly, he odds of having airway managment 1n place
decreased bt 33 9% for each one-unit increase in GCS score
Chapter V will draw conclusions about the sample and discuss
1mpllcat1ons and recommendations for clinical practice and nursing reseorch
and adm1nistrat1on

V CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS
ANO RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter V will discuss analysis of the data collected, organize the
findings and give meaning to the results. Findings of this investigation will be
related to previous investigations that are discussed in Chapter 11. Implications
for clinical practice. nursing education and nursing administration will be
discussed. Recommendations for nursing research will be provided.

Summary
The purpose of this 1nvestigat1on was to

de~r"\be

the incidence of

definit1ve airway management in patients with a GG\:) ;,Core of less than or
equal to eight prior to amval of a rotary airmedical service. This phenomena has
not been described 1n the literature therefore data was gathered to justify the
incidence of early aggressive airway management in the patient with

a

decreased level of consciousness due to an illness or 1n1ury The research
questions were. 1. What is the incidence of definitive airway

management In patients with a GCS score of less than or equal to
eight prior lo arrival of a rotary alrmedical service?; 2. What is the
difference between the incidence of definitive airway management
and selected demographics of patient age, location of patient prior
to arrival of a rotary airmedical service (hospital versus
prehospital), type of patient (traJma versus medical patient), and
geographic location of the patient (region)?
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A retrospective chart review was performed of 2,938 flight missions until
a sample size of 453 patients were obtained which exceeded the sample size
requirements predetermined by a power analysis done prior to the
invest gation. Analysis of the data used f requenc!es and percentages,
descriptive statistics and logistic

re~ t: ~sion

with odds ratios to describe the

sample n =453. A power analysis was done prior to the investigation which
requi1 ed 438 patients to decrease the risk of a Type II error. With this sample
size ot n = 453, a proportion of events of .72, alpha= .05, and 90% power the
sampl.~

size has an odds ratio of 1.3 to 1 4. Therefore a small effect size was

detected.
The findings of the investigation appear to be reflective of the research
questions posed in Chapter I Consistency of data collection was ensured by
only one data colle .:tor. No obvious errors existed in entering the data and no
assumptions were violated during statistical analysis. No charts were missing
during the retrospective review Tt'1e investigation attempted to answer the
question of tr1e incidence of definitive airway management prior to arrival of a
rotary airmed1cal service with the GCS score of less than or equal to eight as an
indicator Frequencies. percentages. and descriptive statistics were used to
describe this nominal level of data. Differences between the incidence of
definitive airway management and selected demographics were collected and
analyzed to further describe the sample. Log1st1c. regression analysis of the
second research question was better suited to the data because presence or
absence of def1rnt1ve airway management 1s a dichotomous variable with two
outcomes Results of the log1st1c regression include

~)dds

ratios that lend to the

1nterprrt.,h1llty of the data
Exclusion cntena of 2,485 (84 58%) patients were found of the 2.938
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charts reviewed, of the 2,485 patients, 2, 170 (73 86%) of the patients had a
GCS score of greater than or equal to nine. The other patients excluded from
the investigation for receiving paralytic or sedative medication prior to arrival of
the rotary airmedical service, GCS scores not recorded, Neonatal Team
missions, Life Organ Procurement missions, search and rescue missions,
presence of swollen eye or foreign speaking (n = 315, 10.72%).

Conclusion/Discussion - Research Question One
flesearch question one asked; What Is the Incidence of definitive

airway management In patients with a GCS score of less than or
equal to prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service? While no other
investigation has examined the relationship of the incidence of definitive airway
management prior to arrival of a rotary a1rmedical service with the GCS score
as an 1nd1cator. thPre are previous 1nvest1gat1ons with s1rn1lar sample
demographics This invest1gat1on was a retrosµect1ve chart review of
approximately one ye::u of completed flight rn1ss1ons with a sample size of 453

patients Two previous 1nvest1gat1ons examined the incidence of defm1t1ve
airway management prospoct1voly w1t11 blunt tr uurna

nnc1

prnson1ng patients

(Chan. Gaudry, Smith & McN01I. 1993. Hsain. M1rhelson & Hedgos, 1993)
Hsaio ut al exarn1noci cJof 1rnt1vo ;wwdy

mananornHnt 111 lt)o

t1osp1tal setting m b' .1t trnuma rmt1onts w1tt1

Ge~;

prot~osp1tul

tuid

scoros of loss than or equal to

ttmteen Even thourJt' thPso 1nvost1gat1011s worn µrospnct1ve. sample sizes
varied among 1nvest1gat1ons comparo<1 to this 1nvest1gat1on (Ct1an et al n :.: : 414
Hsa10 et al n -= 120) This investigation wRs most s1m1lar ir1 sample size to the
1nvest1gat1on of Boswell, McElveen. Sha'

9oyd & Frantz (1995) which had a

sample size of 416 patients Boswell et a1 nerf ormed a retrospective chart
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review of completed flight missions over a six year period. The pediatric group
in the Boswell et al. investigation had a presence of definitive airway
management in thirty eight patients with the total pediatric population that met
inclusion criteria of sixty-three (15%) compared to this investigation of forty five
(13.80%) and seventy (15.45%) respectively. The presence of definitive airway

management in this investigation was 326 (71.96%). Pediatric patients (28 days
-14 years) with the presence of definitive airway management were 45 (13.8%)

in the sample n = 326 and adult patients (15 - 89 years) were 281 (86.2%).
Although no other investigation has examined the phenomena of airway
management prior to arrival of a rotary airmedical service with the GCS score
as an indicator. other investigations have found similar percentages of
presence of definitive airway management (Boswell, McElveen, Sharp, Boyd, &
Frantz, 1995). Boswell et al examined adult and pediatric trauma patients
frequency of airway management prior to arnval at a Level 1 trauma center (they
included airway management during airmedical transport), thirty-eight (60%) of
the pediatric patients had definitive airway management while 267 (76%) adult
patients had airway management

in

piace

The mean age of the sample was 38 98 (± 23 95) According to Tsai &
Kallsen (1987), the pediatric age group represents 32% of the population in the
United States but children (0-14 years of age) accounted for oniy 10% of all
emergency medical service ground transports The pediatric population
accounted for 70 ( 15 5°'o) of patients 1n the sample that met inclusion criteria for
this 1nvest1gation
This 1nvest1gat1on examined the location of patients prior to arrival of a
rotary a1rmedical service Location was defined as being 1n the hospital or
prehosp1tal setting prior to arrival of the a1rmed1cal service The sample n = 453
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in this investigation consisted of adult and pediatric patients, 244 (74.84%)
patients were found in the hospital setting and 82 (25.15%) patients were found
in the prehospital setting. Boswell et al. (1995) also examined the setting of the
patient prior to arrival of the airmedical service and included airway
management performed by the airmedical crew and excluded medical patients.
Boswell et al. had 283 (68%) patients located in the hospital setting and 133
(32%) patients found in the prehospital location. This investigation had similar
demographics to Boswell et al. except the Boswell et al. investigation took place
over a six year period versus one year for this investigation. Finally, no other
investigation examined geographic location or defined level of prehospital
provider.
The sample of 326 (71.96%) patients in this study had a definitive airway
in place prior to arrival of the airmedical service. The mean GCS score of the
sample with definitive lirway management present, was 4.28 which correlated
with previous investigations. In 1993. Hsaio, Michelson and Hedges reported
that patients with GCS score subqroups of three to five and six to seven
respectively had a high ;ncidence of definitive airway management either in the
prehospital setting or within thirty minutes of arrival in the Emergency
Department. It has beer1 suggested that lower GCS scores facilitate definitive
airway management in the prehospital setting. Rhee and O"Malley ( 1993)
investigated the extent to which airmedical crews contribute to definitive airway
management. They found the ground groups mean GCS score was 3.69
compared to the a1rmedical groups mean GCS score of 4 69 Although no
correlation has been found between lower GCS scores and absence or
presence of gag reflex. the presence of def 1rntive airway management in the
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prehospital setting correlates with lower GCS scores (Chan, Gaudry, Grattan
Smith, & McNeil, 1993).
Although the presence of definitive airway management is strongly urged
in the trauma patient with a GCS score of less than or equal to eight (American
College of Surgeons, 1993), no investigator suggests the frequency of which
definitive airway management should be instituted in patients with a GCS score
of less than or equal to eight. The clinical significance of 326 (71.96%) patients
in the sample with the presence of definitive airway management is not known
since the investigation did not provide patient outcomes.
Roy's Adaptation Model of Nursing Theory (1976) was implemented to
drive t'1e investigation Incidence of definitive airway management prior to
arrival of a rotary airmedical service in this sample was found to be 71.96%. The
physiologic mode of the Adaptation Model attempts to explain that the concept
of nursing is based on preparedness to promote man's physiologic and
psychologic adaptation in both health and illness (Riehl & Roy, 1980). Nurses
contribute to the adaptation of the patient by recognizing the change in
objective measurements (GCS score) and by manipulating the contextual
stimuli in the form of definitive airway management. Nursing contributes
positively to education, recognition and implementing definitive airway
management. Flight nurses are specially educated to institute definitive airway
management and educate other medical personnel concerning indicators for
airway management 1n the adult and pediatric population In this way, nursing
interventions are aimed at the active and passive manipulation of the patient's
environment
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Conclusion/Discussion - Research Question Two
Research question two asked ; What is the difference between the

incidence of defi nitive airway management and selected
demographics of patient age, patient type(medical or trauma),
patient setting (hospital or prehospital), and geographic location
(region 1-4 )"'~' This question was analyzed using logistic regression with
interpretation of the data using odds ratios.
The logistic regression analysis showed ;;in odds ratio of 1.018 for the
relationsri p between presence of definitive airway management and patient
age with a p-value of .0011 . Therefore, the odds of the presence of the airway
management increas with age . Generally, .nis fi0ding correlates with previous
investigations that have found a significant increase in definitive airway
management and older patients (Boswell et al. , 1995; Chan . Gaudry, Smith &
McNeil , 1993) . Boswell et al. had 86 (24%) adult nonintubated patients versus
25 (40%) nonintubated pediatric patients. Although the logistic regression in
this investigation did not utilize age categories, the clinica l significance for
younger patients are important It has been suggested that definitive
management of the pediatric airway can be difficult with airway and re8piratory
problems being the leading cause of pediatric arrest (Tsai & Kallsen , 1987).
The relationship between where the patient was received by presence of
definitive airway management (hospital or prehospital) had an odds ratio of
.144 with a p-value of .0001 (see Table 6, Chapter IV) . This means that the

incidenve of definitive airway management 1s less for those patients received n
the prehosptial location than for those patients with a location in the hospital .
This findi g was expected and could be correlated to the skill level of the
providers found in prehospital and hospital locations as well as aCL''] SS to
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chemical adjuncts to facilitate airway management. Appendix D shows the
percentages of advanced life support (ALS) providers to total prehospital
providers by region . Previous investigations have not attempted to define the
level of skill provider in the prehospital setting (Boswell . McElveen , Sharp,
Boyd, & Frantz, 1995; Hsaio, Michelson, & Hedges, 1993 , O'Malley & Rhee,
1993) . Basic life support (BLS) providers can only initiate definitive airway

management when the patient either has apnea or no signs of a pulse. This skill
has been taught to the BLS provider recently and is not allowed by all

~MS

medical directors . ALS providers have different indicatio s for providing
definitivn airway management including respiratory arrest, apnea,
pulselessnes~

and

,~ervical

spine control. By residence regions one to four

have 35% , 25.2% , 18.4°/., and 16.8% ALS providers available respectively. This
means 1,701/4849 (35%) ALS providers are available in region one's
prehosptial location .
Regions (2-4) were compared with region

orn~

in the logistic regression

because of the need for dichotomous variables to be compared in a logistic
regression and region one was chosen randomly . The odds ratio for region
three was .524 with a p-value of .0437 compared to region one. This means that
the odds of the presence of airway management would be less for a patient
located in region three than if loca ed in region one. Region two and four had
non-significant p-values of .0634 and .8475 respectiv·Jly. Therefo re, there was
no statistical difference between region one and two and regi n one and four .
As described earlier the prehospital location of

l

e patient has a lower

incidence of the presence of airway management due to the ty e of provider
(ALS and BLS versus physician) . Region one

Wr\S

comprom ised of "yes"

i::lriSwers to presence of definitive airway management 1n 65 (19 .94%) of
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patients in the hospital location and 55 (16.87%) of patients in the prehospital
1:-c' .ion compared to region three which had 91 (27 .91%) patients found in the
hospital location with 9 (2.76%) patients found in the prehospital location. Since
Region three had more patients represented in the sample that were found in
the hospital setting and physician providers are available in this

setti n ~

an

assumption could be made that Region three patients would have a higher
odds ratio of the presence of airway management in place. This is not the
finding and one possible reason is the number of medical versus trauma
patients found in the region one and three and patient age . The indications for
definit:ve airway management differ in the medical and trauma patient. While it
is

~uggested

that trauma patients with a GCS score of less than or equal to

eight have definitive airway m nagement there are a variety of indicators used
to initiate definitive airway management in the medical patient. A second reason
that could possibly account for this finding is the education and skill of the
physician providers i region one and th ree . It is not known in any of the regions
the type of physician provider available in the hospital locations.
GCS score was added to the logistic regression and compared to the
presence of definitive airway management. The odds ratio for GCS score was
.661 with a p-value of .0001 . This means that for each one-unit decrease in

GCS score the odds of airway man23ement increase 1.51 times. This finding is
consistent with other investigations. In 1993, Chan et al. found that presence of
definitive airway management in relation to GCS score had an odds ratio of .48
with a p-value of .001 , meaning that the odds o\ intubation increased twofold for
every point decrease in the GCS score. The practical significance of
this finding is observing for changes

in

patients over time since nursing is the

main provider of continual observation of patients 1n the hospital setting . This is
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consistent with Roy's Adaptation Theory of Nursing (1976) . Roy's model guides
the nurse to utilize observation and interviewing skills in doing individualized
assessments of each patient (Roy, 1984). The finding of an increase in the
presence of the need for airway management as the GCS decreases is an
important objective measurement and supports the need to observe the patient
over time to assist with adaptation .
The sample (n = 326) patients having definitive airway management prior
to arrival of a rotary a1rmedical service with the GCS score of less than or equal
to eight consisted of 45 (13 .8%) pediatric patients (28 days -14 years) and
281(86.2%) adult

atients (15 - 89 years) . The logistic regression indicated for

every one year increase in age the odds of having definitive airway
management increased by about two percent. In 1995, Boswell , McElveen,
Sharp and Boyd investigated the incidence of prehospital , airmedical and
hospital airway management of pediatric patients (less than or equal to fourteen
years) and adult trauma patients transported by a rotary airmedical service . The
retrospective study was done over six years which included patients with GCS
scores of less than or equal to eight. The pediatric group with the presence of
definitive airway management prior to arriving at a receiving hospital location in
the Boswell et al investigation consisted of 38 (60%) . Both investigations have
similar sample sizes of incidence of definitive airway management in the
pediatric population however, the Boswell et al. investigation took place
retrospectively over a six year period . The Boswel! et al. 1nvest1gation
demonstrated a sixteen - percent age-point difference in the intubation rate
between pediatric and adult patients with the GCS score less than or equal o
eight. Prehospital intubation, while attempted more frequently in pediatric
patients , was performed in 60% of the pediatric patients compared with 76% of
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adul s. Unsuccessful attempts in the pediatric patients group were 34%
compared with 9.8% 1n the adult group . Although , this investigation did not
examine unsuccessful attempts at definitive airway management the odds ratio
for having the presence of definitive airway management was two times greater
as the age of a patient increased by one y'"'ar. A reluctance to attempt to
intubate the pediatric population was not identified by the Boswell et al.
investigation but rather a failure to perform the procedure that produced the
different intubation rates . The pediatric airNay can be difficult and both
investigations suggest a need for an increased level of training and experience
to perform the skill of definitive airway management in the perliatric patient.

Implications - Nursing Administration/Education
The investigation found that 326 (71 .96%) of the patients in the sample
had definitive airway management in place prior to arrival of the rotary
airmedica! service . The odds of having definitive airway management increased
with patient age and patient location of hospital. As the GCS score increased
the odds of airway management decreased . If the patients location was in
region three the odds of the presence of airway management decreased in
comparison with region one
As fo:..ind 1n other investigations (Boswell et al. , 1995), the pediatric
patient has a lower incidence of definitive airway management. It is known that
the pediatric patient has special needs and airway manageme t can be a
challenge by prehospital and hospital providers The current

finding~

and

previous findings suggest implementation of an aggressive education:·! focus
on an outreach basis to referring providers concerning the pediatric ai1way . As
well , the airmedical crews should be diligent in their competency 1n providing
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airway management to the pediatric patient. Since, nursing administration is
responsible for budgeting monies for outreach education and implementing
competency based crew evaluations their involvement is detrimental.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that adjuncts to facilitating airway
management in the prehospital setting in the adult and pediatric population be
included in to the scope of practice of ALS providers (O 'Malley & Rhee , 1993;
Hsaio , Michelson , & Hedges , 1993). These adjuncts include the use of sedation
and neuromuscular blockade wh ich could facilitate definitive airway
management Whether or n

e

ivaler.t success securing definitive airways on

more patients would occur if the scope of practice of ALS providers were
expanded would require f rther investigation and significant policy chan9e .
Policy change that affects patient care for any member of the health care team
would require the involvement of nursing administration . Quality assurarice
would need to be instituted by nursing administration to determine quality, safE:
delivery of care to the patient 1n the prehospital setting. Finally, continued
diligence by nursing and medical administration 1n providing competency
based training in advanced airway procedures for airmedical crews.

Implications - Nursing Practice
The investigation contributes to nursing practice by g1v1ng valuable
1nformat1on about continued observation of patients. Since the odds of the
presence of airway management increase as the GCS score decrease
continual observation is indicated Nursing observation and interventions to
assist the individual in adaptation 1s suggested by Roy ( 1976) and the finding
suggests the importance of the nursing role at the patient bedside Although
certain groups of nurses can initiate defi nitive airway management, the
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importance of continued observation by a "nurse" is confirm ed by previous
nursing studies (Rowley & F:elding , 1991 ). The GCS score when used by
experienced users can assist in objecUve measurements facilitating adaptation
1n the patient. This phenomena supports Roy's Adaptation Model of Nursing by
suggesting

th1~

continued observation of patients (to detect changes in objective

measuremer1ts like the GCS score) by experienced and highly skilled
professionals
This 1nvestigat1on and previous inves!igatioiis suggest the difficult nature
of the pediatric airway Flight nurses are specially educated to provide definitive
airway management to the pediatric populaticn . This finding is important to
nursing practice in order to provide safe , quality care to the pediatric patient.
Since the pediatric airway can be difficult, nurses should be rigorous in
maintaining current

knowle d ~e

and skills pertaining to definitive airway

management 1n the pediatric patient

Limitations
1 Limitations to this invest1gat1on include the use of the GCS score as an

indicator for examining the presence of definitive airway management prior to
arrival of a rotary a1rmed1cal service First, the GCS score does not provide
information about patients requiring definitive airway management for
respiratory difficulties or emerge

ies Second , the standard for using the GCS

score for determining airway manageme1it may not be universal for hospital and
prehospital personnel. Third , many conditions l1m1t the usefulness of the total
GCS score . When one parameter cannot be numerically scored , the total score
1s of no value (Proehl , 1992) Paralysis (chemical and or mechanical , the
presence of an artificial airway , or periorb1tal swelling can prevent the scoring of
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one or more parameters . Other factors that may pr"' ,mt accurate scoring
include patients who speak a foreign language, certain psychiatric cunditions,
and patients with hearing deficits. Although , this investigation excluded patients
having received paralysis or sedation , presence of periorbital swel !' ng and
foreign speaking individuals the sample siz,9 ould have been larger due to the
inherent limitations of the GCS score as an i:-idicator for definitive airway
management
2. Another limitation to this investiga ion is the concept of time. The GCS
score extracted from the patient chart (see ;\ppendix A) indicated a score of the
patient on arrival of the a1rmedical crew . Since the patients in the popu at1on
were generally unstable some changes in the GCS score wou!d be expected
over time (Teasdale & Jennett, 1974) This limitation could have affected the
si ze of thP sample due to the rapidly changing level of consciousness of the
patient.
3 The sample can not be generalized to the population due to the type of
sample ( non-random convenience) which 1s a limitation of this investiga ion
4. A limitation of this investigation 1s that 1t di·j not identify patients that
were received 1n the hospital setting but had definitive airway management
instituted by the EMS prior to arrival at the hospital
5 Only patients transported by a rotary airmedical service were
exam ned and excluded all other patients not transported by the airmedical
service including patients pronounced dead at the prehospital and hospital
locations.
6. A l1m1tat1on of the invest1gat1on 1s that only one indicator (GCS score)
was used to 1dent1fy the 1nc1dence of definitive airway management.
7 A limitation of this invest1gat1on 1s that 1t did not provide patient
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0utcomes Patient outcomes are important in etermining the practical
si gnificance of research and can poss:bly .;ontr;bute to changing the way we
care for patients at the bedside (preho pi I or hospital). Th3 retrospective chart
review of this investigati0;1 took piace at a non-hospital based rotary airmedical
service Since there was no central collection point for data or information about
patient outcomes a recommendation to nursing administration would be to
establish a databa. e about patients transported to improve data collection.

Recommendations
1 The results of the investigation suggest the need for future nursing

research as well as replication in other airmedical agencies.
2. More pediatric research needs to be initiated to possibly provide
information about the special needs of this population and methods to improve
patient care.
3. Implementation of focused education for providers on pediatric airway

management with follow-up research could suggest changes in pediatric
patient care .
4. Future nursing research could institute different indicators other than
the GCS score for incidence of definitive airway rna.nagement for medical and
trauma patients since these patients may have a variety of manifestations
requiring definitive airway management.
5. Future investigations need to measure patient outcomes in relation to
incidence of definitive airway management to provide practical significance to
the investigation The findings of this investigation suggested certain patterns
specific to the patient sample but did not provide patient outcomes which would
b useful to nursing body of knowledge
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Append ix A
Chart Recor
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Appendix B
Glasyow Coma Scale
Eye Opening
Spontaneous

4

To Voice

3

To Pain

2

None

1

Best Verbal Response
Oriented

5

Confused

4

lnr..ppropriate Words

3

lncomprer1ensible Sounds
None

1

Best Motor Response
Obeys Command
Localizes Pain

6
5

Withdraws (pain)
Flexion (pain)
Extension (!Jain)
None
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1

4
3
2

2

Appendix C
Pediatric Coma Scale

Eye Opening
Spontaneous

4

To Voice

3

To Pain

2

None

1

Best Verbal Response
Smiles, Interacts

5

Consolable

4

Cries to Pain

3

Moans tc r:>ain
None

2

1

Best Motor Response
Normal Spontaneous Movement
Localizes Pain

5

Withdraws to Pain

4

Abnormal Flexion

3

Abnormal Extension
None
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1

2

6

Appendix D
Airmedic I Service Area by Region With
Frequencies and Percentages ot ALS and BLS Pro viders

......
*

County - Region Number (1-4)
llALS Providers/Total II Providers
Region One = 170114849 (35%)
Region Two = 743/294 1 (25.2%)
Region Three = 545/2955 ( 184%)
Region Four = 697/4135 (16 .8%)
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Appendix E
Data Collection Form
~

Complete d Mis sion #
Patient Age
GCS Score (<I= 8)

Exclusi o n Criteria : Circ le
Cardiac

Arrest : Circle

GCS >1=9
Paralytics
NNT
Swollen eye
Foreign
speaking
Not recorded
PEA
Asystole

Region
Pa tient Rect::ived

Hospital
Pre hospital
Yes

Airwa y Management?
Type of Airway?
Type of Patient?
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No
Oral/Nasal
Tracheal
r racheotomy
Sur . Cric
Needle Cnc
Medical
Trauma

Appendix F
IRB Approval Form

Research and
Sponsored Program•
36•0 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Dayton, Ohio "5-435-0001
5131873·2•25
FAX 5131873·3781

Wright State
Unlversl

e-mail: rspOdesire.wright.edu

DATE: May 14, 1996

TO:

Teresa A . Buckindlam. P.I., Student
Mary Stoeckle, P'&.D., Faculty Advisor
College of Nusing and Health

,-) ""- C[,
1
FROM: Robyn Simmons, Sponsored Programs Assistant 'J;::1
Secretary, WSU Institutional Review Board
'
SUBJECT:

SC# 1721
l"cidence Of Definitive Airway Management Prior To Arrival Of
A Rotary Airmedical Service With The Glasgow Coma Scale
Score As An !ndicaJor

This memo is to verify the receipt and acceptance of your response to the
onditions placed on the above referenced human subjects protocol/amendment.
This study/amendment now has full approval and you arc free to begin the
research project.
U you have any questions concerning the condition(s), please cont.act me at
873-2425.

Thank you !
lrds

Enclosure
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RE.'

RCH CNVOL VlNG HUMAN SUBJE"
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~

SC#
Original Review

lTJ.l

X

Continuing Review

ACTION O': iHE WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
SCREENING COMMrITEE

wurancc Number: M-1021-0l
Title: Incidence Of Definitive "tirway Managunent Prior To_ Arrival Of A Rotary Airmedical
Service With The Glasgow Coma Scale Score As An Indicator

Contract No.

The Institutional Review Board named above bas taken the following action with regard to the use
of human subjects on this proposed project:
Approved
**SEE AT''tACHED

x

Approved pending receipt of the items listed • •

The conditior,s, if any, are attached and are signed by the Committee Chaircr. If disapproved, the
ttMOns are attached and are signed by the Committee Chairet and by oda' consultants, if any.
REMINDER= FDA regulatioDJ require prompt reporting to the IRB of any changes in research

activity, cbanP, in approved research during the approval period may not be initiated without IRB
review (subm.tSsion ofan amendmenc), and prompt reporting of any unanticipated problems
(adverse events).

y , , , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
~ Thj1 eeeceyel y 1f!1£'iy1 only tbrough,- 4eril 29. 1997
~

~

Tb.is activity may be initiated '1Db. after any restrictions that may have been placed

this study by :
:
:
1 prococol y~u !bould receive che appropnaie. form(! ) from Research and Sponsored Pro grams
I
: (RSP) rwo LO three months pn or to the required due date . If you do not rece ive thi s aotificatioo
'
1 please conLlct RSP at 8 73-2425.
~
00

~ the Board have been ~cssed and refll'?ved. To co:Jtinuc the activitie s approved under this

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , , , ,,,,,,,, , ,,,,, ,,, ,, , ,, , ,,~,,,,,,,,,~
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SC#l72l
April 29, 1996

Teresa A.

Buckin~ham,

P I. (Student)

Mary Stoeckle, Ph.D. (Fac u ty Advisor)

PLEASE RESPOND :
Wh1n responding, please Bl-lite tlte requested changes made to your
roised docum1nt(1) . Unl1n otlurwise noted, only Q.D.L (1) copy of the
requ11t•d it•m(s) ne1d ba submitted for your response.
Plf411 b1 •waCN llJat tb« actjrltiu (;Or«C«4 61 tllil aWon mar nit be lnitlalld until
aU con4UI001 bar« blfn rcmorc4 an4 1ub11p1nt final 41111r oral luLt b11n

1r1comm1n4(14.
*1bc committee recommended this rcttospective chart review for Expedited Review
provided t~ following conditions are met:

a.

Clarify, for the record, what comparisons arc being made and why .

..Tiu: above conditions have been lifted upon receipt of the items, as requested above, from Pl
noting that she has confo~ to the Conditions the Screening Committee placed on this research
siUdy. This study now has final approval and the Principal Investigator may proceed with this

research protocol
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Append :x G
Agency Access Letter
Andy Arthurs
Director of Operations, MedFlight
2827 West Dublin-Granville Road
Columbus . Ohio 43235
Dear Mr. Arthurs ,
I am a graduate student at Wright State University - Miami Va ley College
of Nursing and Health . As an employee of MedFlight we have discussed the
topic of my thesis proposal , "Incidence of Definitive Airway Man gement of
Patients Prior to Arrival of A Rotary Air med1c.,al Program with The Glasgow
Coma Scale As An Indicator" . I greatly appreciate MedFlight allowing me to
perform a chart review .
I plan on graduating with a Masters of Science degree in December,
1996. I would like to start data collection in May of 1996 and end collection in
June of 1996. I will be the only investigator to collect the data. The data
collection forms will be stored in a locked cabinet at Medflight.
I have enclosed a copy of the "Agency Permission for Conducting a
Study" form for you to sign. As we discussed, the results of the investigation will
be reviewed with MedFlight upon completion and publicized in the "Airmedical
Journal".
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to c.::ill or write me or my
thesis advisor . I truly appreciate the cooperation in accomplishing this
investigation .
Respectfully,

___j

~ ~

f-..

I

l

/:.._" \ (

N ·.

l.. ~ .

f

'I\ .

Teresa A. Buckingham RN, BSN , CCRN , CFRN, CEN , EMT-r\
Graduate Student - Wright State University- College of Nursing and Health
1787 Dougwood Drive
Lexington , Ohio 44904
(419) 774 - 0693
Mary L. Stoeckle PhD .. R.N
Thesis Advisor
Wright State University - College of Nursing and Health
458 Allyn Hall
Dayton , Ohio 45't01
(51 3) 873 - 2630
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Appendix H
Wright Sta~e University-Miami Valley
College of Nursing and Health
AGENCY PERMISSION FOR CONDUCTING STUDY
THE MedFlight
GRANTS TO Teresa A. Buckingham
a student enrolled in a program of nursing leading to a Master's degree at
Wright State University, the privilege of using its facilities in order to study the
following problem : Incidence of Definitve Airway MC4:-iagement Prior to Arrival :>f
a Rotary Airmedical Service with The Glasgow Coma Scale as an Indicator.
The conditions mutually agreed upon are as follows :
1. The agency (may) (may not) be identified in the final report.

2. The names of consultative or administrative personnel in the agency (may)
(may not) be identified in the final report.
3. The agency (wants) (does not want) a conference with the student when the
report is completed .
4 . Other: Permission to copy and publicize
/

a blank patient flight chart .
I

:>'

//.

Date:

1

l

1

:~

\

l ,
of Age ncy Personnelffitle

Kl

~ ~) r~

J1
ll
Signature 1cf FaCUlty Director

)
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